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The MCFLS Database Maintenance Committee meeting was called to order by Jennifer Schmidt 
at 9:05 a.m.

1. Introductions
Member introductions were made.

2. Approval of Minutes

Minutes were approved from the meeting of April 18th, 2018.

3. MCFLS Announcements

a. MCFLS has loaded 118 RBdigital MARC records into CountyCat and monthly 
loads Overdrive MARC records from WPLC representing new e-books & 
electronic audiobooks. 

b. Sierra 3.4 upgrade and resulting known issues, specifically with editing bib and 
item records
 Opening multiple Sierra windows can hide new screens

i. To open multiple Sierra windows go to Tools>Admin>Settings>Multiple 
Windows

 Copying an attached record includes variable fields



 Initial slowness and lagging has been improved by blocking external interactions 
with our database

 MCFLS does not yet have a plan for moving to Sierra 4.0
c. An Encore upgrade is scheduled for Wednesday, October 17th, 2018. It should fix 

three of the known bugs with our catalog. 
d. Collection HQ training has happened for suburban library staff. Data loads happen 

the first Thursday of each month. 
 Video of the training is available.
 Collection HQ is a web based tool for managing collections that allows for 

detailed analytics. 
e. Summary of recent MCFLS Periodicals meeting & decisions

 Material type will be changed to magazine and emagazine instead of periodical. 
 Icon in the catalog will change to match the newspaper one.
 856 field needs streamlined consistent wording. Currently it reads “Available 

online”, “Access this resource”, or “Access online”. This should be changed to 
one simplified phrasing. 

 Change to the phrase “Library has” instead of “Library Holdings” to move away 
from jargon.

 Eliminate the first line which says “Available at ‘x’ library” from the catalog to 
avoid browser confusion. 

 Move all article content to the articles tab. 

4. Friendly Reminders

a. Best practices for Bibliographic Enhancement requests
 Submit requests using the form here: http://www.mcfls.org/kb/D22_contact.htm
 Guidelines for use are here: http://www.mcfls.org/uploads/bestprac_form.pdf
 Questions about book jacket discrepancies or CountyCat errors don’t need to use 

this form.
b. Please remove copied files after loading records in One-Click or Create Lists.
c. Retain any/all internal notes/099 field for Cat Flag J & K records.
d. Review of D-05 Create Lists file assignments –Browse Query can lessen the need to 

use Create Lists for quick questions, though it cannot export or save the 
information.

e. Review “copies on order” displayed in CountyCat which is controlled by the cdate 
field in Sierra. We want to prevent things from popping up with no items attached.

f. Review of ‘e’ discarded items. Remember to always:
 Transfer holds
 Transfer any other attached records to another bib
 Delete attached orders

5. New Cat Flag ‘t’ records
a. PawPrint and similar are rebinding services that put a nice hardcover on a 

paperback. We need to use the inside ISBN, the true content, not the binding ISBN 
on the back of the book. That is an inventory control number. You can send a 



Bibliographic Enhancement request using the online form to add the new number, 
but there does not need to be a new bibliographic record in the system.

6. Cat Flag analysis report
Cat Flag j – 32 have not been updated in at least a month. All suburban libraries should run 
a list off file 83, which is updated every Friday. Please clean up these records by adding 
information and changing the flag to k.
Cat Flag h – none older than three months. Good job.
Cat Flag k – none more than two months old. In line.
Cat Flag o – remarkably consistent; also in line with past reports.
Cat Flag t – only six more than 2 months old. Nancy will investigate these.
Cat Flag a – this number is dramatically higher than past reports. 

 Automatic vendor records can be very brief or incorrect. So when you have a cat
flag a in hand, make sure the item matches before changing it to ‘t’. Otherwise, there 
will be additional problems down the line. 

 Pagination is the last printed number, you don’t have to count additional pages. 
 Adding a note field can help CCDM clean up these records without utilizing ‘j’ 

flags, but be sure to use internal notes so they are not visible to the public. 
 A brief discussion on revisiting the process, and the efficiency of cat flag ‘o’ versus 

‘j’ and ‘k’. Does the added 4-6 day travel time make a big difference in getting these 
questions answered, especially with high demand items? Would it be easier for 
catalogers just to call these items in? Please consider these processes so that we can 
revisit the question in the April meeting.

Cat flag l/m – MPL internal cat flags, look fine
Cat Flag z – okay

7. Break

The committee took a short break from 10:32 - 10:40 

8. Creation of a new item type for Blu-Rays.

A new item type would necessitate new loan rules for each and every library that wanted to 
use it. The facet searching in Encore comes from the bib, not the item type, so a new item 
type would not affect the public searching. Item type only affects circulation period. The 
committee concluded that this was unnecessary given libraries tend to circulate Blu-Rays 
for the same duration as DVDs. 

9. Open Forum / Member Concerns

a. Brief bib sheet – with discs, please give the publishing number. This can be found 
along the outer edge of the disc’s surface. UPC can also be given for media.

b. Does DVD Only mean something different than Rental Ready? Both imply that 
there are no special features. The RR notation may be obsolete. Please pay attention 
to this and we may revisit the topic in the future. 

c. Are people adding school market edition books to their collection? These can 
sometimes be a different binding, but may be a different bib. MPL does not add 



these to their collection, but it was decided that there is no specific prohibition 
against doing so, especially if they are donated.

d. Amazon has started adding international materials, which have more discs but can 
still be played in region one DVD players. If the number of discs is different, these 
items do need a separate bib record. 

e. A handout about graphic novels was presented to the committee. 
f. The MCFLS training schedule is not entirely set, but please watch for an email 

soon. 

10. Next meeting date: April 24th, 2019

11. Adjournment – the meeting was adjourned at 11:03 a.m. 
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